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Abstract: Hurricanes are devastating natural hazards that often cause damage to the built environment as a result of their loadings,
which include storm surge, waves, and wind, often in combination. Modeling these hazards individually and their effects on buildings
is a complex process because each loading component within the hazard behaves differently, affecting either the building envelope, the
structural system, or the interior contents. Realistic modeling of hurricane effects requires a multihazard approach that considers the combined
effects of wind, surge, and waves. Previous studies focused primarily on modeling these hazards individually, with less focus on the multihazard impact on the whole building system made up of the combination of the structure and its interior contents. The analysis resolution used
in previous studies did not fully enable hurricane risk assessment through a detailed investigation of the vulnerability at the component-level
or subassembly-level (a group of components such as interior contents, structural components, or nonstructural components). To address
these research gaps, a robust multihazard hurricane risk analysis model that uses high-resolution hazard, exposure, and vulnerability models
was developed. This model uses a novel approach to combine the storm surge and wave fragility functions with a suite of existing wind
fragilities to account for structural damage and then combines them with another suite of flood-based fragilities to account for interior content
damage. The proposed vulnerability model was applied to the state of North Carolina as an example of a regional-scale assessment to
demonstrate the ability of the method to predict damage at the building level across this large spatial domain. This model enables better
understanding of the damages caused by hurricanes in coastal regions, thereby setting initial postimpact conditions for community resilience
assessment and investigation of recovery policy alternatives. DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)ST.1943-541X.0003144. © 2021 American Society of
Civil Engineers.
Author keywords: Hurricane vulnerability; Fragility analysis; Multihazard hurricane; Damage analysis; Loss analysis.

Introduction
Hurricanes are multihazard events that bring strong winds, storm
surge, and waves, exposing the physical infrastructure within
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coastal communities to different types of loadings and result in significant damage to the built environment (Nofal 2021). Hurricaneinduced winds can cause damage to the building system. Storm
surge driven by hurricanes results in significant content and structural damage and can collapse buildings due to hydrostatic and
hydrodynamic loadings, particularly when waves are present
(Tomiczek et al. 2014). The impact of the combined hazards driven
by hurricanes on buildings is very complex, depending on hazard
characteristics which can vary across the coastline. Several recent
studies focused on the combination of wind, wave, and surge/
coastal flooding (Ding et al. 2016; Masoomi et al. 2019), but it still
is unclear how to separate damage from wind, wave, and/or surge
when they occur simultaneously during a hurricane event. Buildings on the coastline are vulnerable to wind, waves, and storm
surge, which cause different types of damage, including structural
and contents damage from the combined surge, waves, and wind
loads. Moving inland, hydrodynamic impacts decrease quickly, and
the storm surge behaves more like coastal flooding, with the buildings subjected to effects from the combination of wind and flood.
When storm surge no longer is present farther inland, buildings are
affected primarily by wind and rain-driven flooding. However, this
paper focuses on hurricane wind, waves, and surge for near-coast
structures.
The literature related to hurricane-induced hazards and their
associated risk on the built environment investigated the impacts
of these hazards as single or combined loads on buildings. A number of researchers have investigated wind loads driven by hurricanes in terms of hazard modeling (Guo and van de Lindt 2019;
Vickery et al. 2006a, 2009), building performance (Aghababaei
et al. 2018; He et al. 2017; Pita et al. 2012), and loss estimation
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(Kakareko et al. 2021; Khajwal and Noshadravan 2020; Li and
Ellingwood 2006; Mishra et al. 2017; Vickery et al. 2006b). Combined wind and windborne debris damage models were developed
over the last decade (Chung Yau et al. 2011; Grayson et al. 2013). A
component-based surge vulnerability analysis has been pursued to
develop fragility functions based on buildings and storm surge
parameters (Hatzikyriakou et al. 2016). The joint impact of wind
and storm surge induced by hurricanes has been investigated using
stochastic hurricane models (Bushra et al. 2019; Pei et al. 2013,
2014; Unnikrishnan and Barbato 2017). A combined wind, rainwater intrusion, and storm surge loss analysis was investigated
by several researchers using assembly-based vulnerability methods
(Li et al. 2012; Park et al. 2013, 2014) and other probabilistic methods (Baradaranshoraka et al. 2017). The impact of combined waves
and storm surge also was investigated with a focus on hazard modeling (Dietrich et al. 2011) and loss estimation (Do et al. 2020;
Tomiczek et al. 2014, 2017). The impact of the different types
of flooding on buildings and infrastructure including inland and
coastal flooding induced by hurricanes also was investigated
(Nofal and van de Lindt 2020c, d). Several hurricane multihazard
models were developed to account for the combined impacts of
wind, wave, and storm surge on buildings to develop fragility functions for wood-frame structures (Masoomi et al. 2019; Massarra
et al. 2019; Nofal et al. 2021; van Verseveld et al. 2015) and
performance-based hurricane engineering models (Barbato et al.
2013; McCullough et al. 2013). The Florida Public Hurricane Loss
Model (FPHLM) provides a multidisciplinary system to account
for the insured losses resulting from hurricane-induced hazards
(Chen et al. 2009; FPHLM 2015).
The different models used to estimate the vulnerability of the
built environment to hurricane-induced loads were reviewed by Pita
et al. (2015). The review showed that probabilistic vulnerability
models for hurricane-induced hazards were the focus of the literature over the last 2 decades (Abdelhady et al. 2020; Do et al. 2020;
Henderson and Ginger 2007; Kakareko et al. 2021; Khajwal and
Noshadravan 2020; Li and Ellingwood 2006; Mishra et al. 2017;
Paleo-Torres et al. 2020; Pinelli et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2017;
Zhang et al. 2018). Fragility functions were shown to be the
most reliable probabilistic vulnerability functions that could inform
probabilistic safety margins for buildings and systems (Ellingwood
et al. 2004; Nofal and van de Lindt 2020a, d, 2021a, b; Rosowsky
and Ellingwood 2002). Li and Ellingwood (2006) developed a
probabilistic framework using fragility functions to evaluate residential buildings subjected to hurricane-induced wind. Probabilistic hurricane wind vulnerability models were developed using
Bayesian capacity models to propagate uncertainties in the damage
analysis (Kakareko et al. 2021; Mishra et al. 2017). Multihazard
fragility-based hurricane damage models also were developed
for combined hurricane storm surge and wave (Do et al. 2020;
Masoomi et al. 2019). For community-level analysis, Abdelhady
et al. (2018) investigated community resilience in the context of
hurricane-induced hazards using a distributed computing platform.
Additionally, the concept of vulnerability function portfolios was
introduced in the literature to assess community-level performance
(Lin and Wang 2016; Zhang et al. 2018). This allowed for multiple
portfolios to be developed across multiple hazards, including wind
(Memari et al. 2018) and flooding (Nofal and van de Lindt 2020b),
and initiated several community resilience analysis studies (Nofal
and van de Lindt 2020a, 2021b; Wang and van de Lindt 2021;
Wang et al. 2021).
Although those studies provided detailed insight into the multiple hazards driven by hurricanes and their impacts on buildings and
infrastructure, the literature still lacks a comprehensive approach
that accounts for the combined impact of these multiple hazards
© ASCE

at large spatial scales but with high resolution, such as at city or
state level. The spatiotemporal variation of hurricane-induced hazards in terms of hazard intensity and type for coastal and inland
communities and the coarse analysis resolution in many models
makes it challenging to develop a multihazard hurricane vulnerability model to use at a large spatial scale. Each building on the coast
may be subjected to one or multiple loadings at the same time or in
succession with different intensities, resulting in cascading damages. A building-level approach would enable the information
needed for communities to make risk-informed decisions of the
hazard impacts across the community. Furthermore, most current
vulnerability models account only for structural damage, and do
not account for the contents damage resulting from the contact
of surge with the building’s interior contents. Although a building’s
interior contents may exceed half of the building market value, their
damage assessment has not received adequate research attention
compared with the structural system. Current flood damage models
are based on a qualitative and empirical assessment that does not
allow uncertainty propagation across the damage model. For example, the Hazus-MH hurricane model uses an assembly-based approach to account for contents damage resulting from flooding
based on empirical assessment (FEMA 2003). Then the loss subassemblies from wind and flood hazards are combined in a single
loss matrix. Although this approach is used widely in the US,
it depends on empirical deterministic stage-damage functions
with inherent uncertainties in the damage models. Therefore, a
community-level multihazard probabilistic hurricane risk assessment model is needed to account for the collective impacts of
the multihazards driven by hurricanes on both the building system
and the interior contents.
This study presents a high-resolution multihazard hurricane risk
analysis methodology which accounts for damage and loss at the
individual building level. The methodology summarized herein
uses a portfolio of building archetypes that represent typical communities in the US to extend its application for large-scale damage
and loss assessment at the regional level. This method accounts for
the combined impact of the main hazards driven by hurricanes
(wind, wave, and storm surge) on buildings. The novel contributions of this paper are (1) the proposed probabilistic hurricane risk
model accounts for both contents and structural damage resulting
from the multiple hazards induced by hurricanes; and (2) a new
approach of combining fragilities based on an array of intensity
parameters is presented. This methodology requires a full realization of the vulnerability of the exposed buildings corresponding to
each hazard type, along with a comprehensive understanding of the
hurricane hazard mechanism and how it makes landfall (such as
hurricane path, wind field, wind speed, surge height, wave height,
and so forth) as well as building characteristics [e.g., location, number of stories, first-floor elevation, roof shape, foundation type, and
construction material (including the type of building envelope), and
so forth], and building vulnerability functions (fragility or loss
functions). This building-level methodology will allow for better
damage quantification by including the damage contribution from
each hazard induced by hurricanes, thereby enabling decision support at the community and regional levels.

Methodology
A novel regional-scale multihazard hurricane risk analysis model
was developed herein to account for the damage resulting from
the multiple hazards driven by hurricanes. This study focused
on the direct impact of the combined surge, wave, and wind on
the building structural and contents damage. The impact of other
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hazards driven by hurricanes such as the wind-rainfall intrusion
contents damage and damage from windborne debris is beyond
the scope of this study and is not included. Fig. 1 is a schematic
representation of the hurricane risk analysis process and lays out
the main components of the multiple hazards driven by hurricanes
and their associated exposure and vulnerability. The hurricane
exposure is divided into three zones based on the hazard that is
dominant in that zone, namely the surge–wave–wind zone, the
surge–wind zone, and the wind zone. The hurricane vulnerability
analysis for each of these zones is calculated using fragility functions to describe building damage in terms of the exceedance
probability of predefined damage states (DS). An innovative convolutional vulnerability model is proposed using well-established
fragility functions from the literature for wind, wave, and surge.
This vulnerability model captures the convolutional impacts of
the spatiotemporal variation of hurricane-induced loading including surge, wave, and wind on the different building components
including structural and nonstructural components and interior
contents. The concept of the building portfolio was applied to scale
the vulnerability analysis from building-level to regional-level,
but the method is applicable to smaller communities or to larger
scales such as the entire coastline. For each portfolio of building
archetypes corresponding to each hurricane-induced hazard [surge–
wave, surge (static coastal flooding), and wind], the associated

Exposure
Surge-Wave-Wind Zone

fragility functions are assigned to each building within the community. These building portfolios were mapped to the community using a mapping algorithm. This algorithm is a Python version 3.9.0
code written in a GIS environment to systematically check certain
conditions for each building, including building occupancy and
other physical characteristics, and then assign the building archetype that satisfies these specific conditions. The proposed methodology was demonstrated at the state level using the US state of
North Carolina as an example. Hazard modeling can be based
on either a probabilistic model (e.g., the combination of many simulations such as in the development of a 100-year flood map) or a
deterministic model (e.g., a single scenario of a historical or design
storm). In this study, scenario-based hazard maps developed based
on Hurricane Florence in 2018 served as input for the developed
community-level multihazard hurricane vulnerability analysis
method. Florence was not a particularly severe storm, but did significantly impact North Carolina overall.
Hazard Modeling
The intensities of hurricane-induced hazards vary in time and
space. Quantifying the spatiotemporal variation of these hazards
requires detailed modeling of these hazards and the interaction between them. The wind field is represented by a data-assimilated

Hurricane-induced Hazards
Surge Hazard Map

Wave Hazard Map

Vulnerability
Wind Hazard Map

Flood-Wind Zone

Flood Fragility

Surge-Wave Fragility

Wind Zone
Wind Fragility

Fig. 1. (Color) Schematic representation of the hurricane risk components and their associated hazard, exposure, and vulnerability models with the
example of North Carolina. (Sources: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, i-cubed, USDA FSA, USGS, AEX, Getmapping, Aerogrid, IGN, IGP, swisstopo,
and the GIS User Community.)
© ASCE
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hindcast product which blends inner-core and peripheral wind
fields and assimilates in situ, satellite, and aircraft observations
(Powell et al. 2010). This product describes the full variation of the
wind velocities during the storm, e.g., along the east coast of the US
after Hurricane Florence in 2018 (Fig. 2). The wind speed in Fig. 2
is based on the average wind speed in 10.0 min at 10.0 m elevation
and was used as input to the surge and wave model described subsequently. This wind speed is based on the full marine-strength
wind (open water exposure), but the fragility functions used here
are based on the 3-s gust wind speed at 10 m (33 ft) above ground
[consistent with ASCE 7-16 (ASCE 2016)] in Exposure C (open
terrain). Therefore, the wind hazard map was adjusted from open
water exposure to open terrain exposure, and then the wind reference period was adjusted from an average wind speed of 10.0 min
to a 3-s gust wind speed. The velocity conversion equation from
open water to open terrain and the Durst curve were used to calculate the conversion factor for wind speed as provided by the
ASCE 7-16 (ASCE 2016) (conversion factor = 1.24). One of
the limitations of the wind hazard map is that the impact of the
wind aerodynamics is not included, and a higher-resolution wind
hazard map is needed to account for the impact of the surrounding

conditions (e.g., roughness) and the heights and shapes of the buildings on the spatial variation of wind flow and wind speed.
The surge and wave hazard maps were developed using a highresolution simulation with the tightly coupled ADCIRC+SWAN
model (Dietrich et al. 2012). The maximum values were used for
all hazards, not their time-varying information. These maximum
values are not necessarily colocated in time, and the maximum
wind can occur at a different time than the maximum surge. The
wind hazard was provided on a regular grid with a spacing of 0.25°.
The wave and surge hazards were taken from the ADCIRC+SWAN
model resolution, which has typical values of 100–200 m in coastal
regions but can vary down to 10 m in small-scale channels. The
wind, wave, and surge hazards then were mapped onto a raster with
a resolution of 10.0 m. Then values were interpolated at the coordinates of each building, including wind speed (meters/second), the
surge height measured from the ground (meters), and the significant
wave height (meters). In the example provided in this paper, a
scenario-based hurricane hazard was utilized for the 2018 Hurricane Florence. Florence was a large storm that caused widespread
flooding in multiple cities and counties across the state of North
Carolina, resulting in 40 confirmed fatalities, more than 1 million

Fig. 2. (Color) Wind simulation based on 2018 Hurricane Florence: (a) maximum wind speed contours and vectors (m/s); (b) close-up view of the
maximum winds in North Carolina; and (c) National Weather Service tracking of 2018 Hurricane Florence (reprinted from NOAA 2018, courtesy of
NOAA).
© ASCE
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people left without power, and an estimated $17 billion in damage
across the state ($5.6 billion of housing damage, $5.7 billion of
business damage, and $2.4 billion of agriculture industry losses)
(State of North Carolina, Office of the Governor 2018).
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Exposure Modeling
As described previously, buildings in a coastal community are
exposed to surge, wave, and wind hazards, but with different intensities based on building location and elevation. Therefore, the hazard exposure in coastal communities was divided herein into three
zones based on their exposure to the hurricane-induced hazard,
namely a surge–wave–wind zone, a surge–wind zone, and a wind
zone. Each zone size is proportional to the hazard parameters, including hurricane intensity (e.g., category), wind field size, angle of
attack, and the elevation of the coast. The first zone is the surge–
wave–wind zone, which is approximately the first kilometer of the
coast, with a maximum significant wave height close to the coast,
which then decreases as the water makes its way inland. The waves
are on the top of the surge, which is a large volume of water pushed
inland from the ocean by strong hurricane winds. The surge is
measured by the surge height, which is the rise in the seawater level
above the normal predicted astronomical tide. Waves are measured
by the significant wave height, which is the average height of the
highest one-third of waves in a storm. The surge and wave action
drive multiple hydrodynamic impacts on buildings, thereby jeopardizing the building integrity. The impact of surge accompanied
by hurricanes results in immediate loss of building interior contents
and some of the nonstructural components, which jeopardizes the
serviceability of the impacted buildings. The second zone is the
surge–wind zone, which can extend from 3.0 to 30.0 km from
the coast, depending on the hurricane category and coast configuration. Beyond this zone, the storm surge starts to weaken and

becomes less prevalent, so the third zone includes only wind
hazards.
Vulnerability Modeling
Initially, a building-level vulnerability analysis was conducted using fragility functions corresponding to each hurricane-induced
hazard within each exposed zone. Fig. 3 is a schematic representation of the different building components, including structural,
nonstructural, and interior contents components for a single building archetype example. Each component within the building may
be vulnerable to one or multiple hazards at a time, depending on the
component type and the hazard characteristics. The resulting damage from some of these hazards to some of the building components
is correlated highly, such as the surge–wave impacts on the building
structural system. However, some of them are less correlated, such
as the surge–wave and wind hazards. In this study, the correlation
between surge and wave hazards was considered using multivariate
vulnerability functions (e.g., fragility surfaces). Although the correlation between surge–wave and wind hazards was not considered,
and their associated damage was calculated from separate vulnerability functions assuming that their maximum intensities do not
happen at the same time, the maximum damage state from each
vulnerability function was assigned to each corresponding building. Table 1 summarizes the predefined exposure zones in terms
of the hazard type and the corresponding vulnerability functions
associated with each zone.
In Zone 1, the impact of the surge-wave action on buildings is
assumed to be independent of the wind impacts. The surge–wave
action is modeled using the surge–wave fragility surfaces developed by Do et al. (2020), whereas the wind action was modeled
using the wind fragility functions developed by Memari et al.
(2018). This wind fragility function portfolio provides lognormal
parameters for wind fragilities with and without tornado factors.

Fig. 3. (Color) Schematic representation showing the different building components including structural and nonstructural components along with
interior contents.
© ASCE
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Table 1. Hazard types associated with each exposed zone and their corresponding vulnerability functions
Fragility function
Hazard type
Zone
Zone 1
Zone 2
Zone 3
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a

Structural damage

Content damage

Wave

Surge

Wind

Surge–wave

Wind

Flood

Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yesa
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No

Two-dimensional version of surge–wave fragility function is used at significant wave height = 0.

Therefore, in this hurricane study, the wind fragilities used are
based on the approach without tornado factors, making them
representative of regular wind loading such as that in a hurricane.
These wind fragility functions account for the impacts of the external and internal wind pressures after propagating the uncertainties for the different wind factors such as the exposure factor,
topographic factor, directionality factor, and the gust factors. However, the factors affecting the pressure equation in ASCE7-16 are
not adjusted after the fragility is assigned to a building in the
regional level model. This wind portfolio includes 19 building archetypes with different building occupancies that collectively are
felt to adequately represent the portfolio of a typical community.
These archetypes have different building sizes (e.g., small,
medium, and large) and different roof shapes (e.g., hip and gable
roofs). However, none of the surge–wave and wind fragility functions used herein accounts for content damage. Therefore, the flood
fragility functions developed by Nofal and van de Lindt (2020c) are
used to account for contents damage in this zone, i.e., damage due
to surge.
In total, three different building archetypes are assigned to each
building: an archetype for surge–wave damage to the structural
components, an archetype for the wind damage to the structural
components, and the third archetype for the surge (e.g., inundation)
damage to the interior contents. This is because each of these archetypes is designed such that it includes the necessary parameters
associated with each hazard that affects the buildings damage
mechanism. For example, the roof shape (e.g., gable or hip roof)
is very important in determining the wind damage, but it is not important for flood damage. Therefore there are five different residential building archetypes distinguished by the roof shape. Similarly,
the foundation type (e.g., slab-on-grade or crawlspace foundation)
is important in determining surge damage, but it is not important for
wind damage. Therefore there are four different residential building
archetypes distinguished by their foundation type. Fig. 4 is a schematic of the hazard maps (surge, wave, and wind) used to calculate
the necessary hazard intensities associated with each fragility function. This was done by extracting the hazard intensity at each building location and using the fragility functions corresponding to each
building to calculate the exceedance probability of each damage
state. The vulnerability of structural components (e.g., roof, walls,
foundation, slabs, and so forth) was derived from the surge–wave
fragility surface and the wind fragility curves. The vulnerability of
the interior contents and other nonstructural components was calculated from flood fragility functions. This analysis can be performed using two-dimensional (2D) flood depth fragility curves
for high-flood duration scenarios or using three-dimensional (3D)
flood depth–duration fragility surfaces to include the impact of any
specified duration.
Zone 2 is similar to Zone 1 except that it includes no impacts
from waves, so the impact of surge hazard only is calculated using
the 2D version of the surge–wave fragility surface (at significant
wave height = zero), the impact of wind is calculated using the wind
© ASCE

fragility portfolio to account for the structural damage, and the
flood fragilities are used to account for contents damage. In Zone
3, buildings are assumed to be vulnerable to wind hazards only,
with no vulnerability to surge and/or waves. Therefore, only the
wind fragilities are applied to model building vulnerability in Zone
3. Some of these fragility functions are based on a single variable,
such as wind fragility (for which wind velocity is the only intensity
measure), which is in line with state-of-the-art for those hazards.
However, most of the other fragility functions used here are multivariate functions in terms of fragility surfaces. This includes the
surge–wave (for which wave height and surge depth are the intensity measures) and the surge fragility (for which flood depth and
flood duration are the intensity measures). In this context, both
wind fragility functions and surge–wave fragility functions are used
to account for structural damage, without including the damage to
the building interior contents. The contents damage resulting from
static flood fragility functions is based mainly on contents damage
from DS0 to DS3, and the structural damage is included separately
in DS4 when the structure system deteriorates due to the long duration of flooding, which is the case with urban flooding. Therefore,
in this study, DS4 associated with static flooding is excluded because the structural damage resulting from inland flooding has a
completely different mechanism from that caused by coastal flooding. Coastal flooding causes gradual structural damage from DS1 to
DS4 because of the hydrodynamic impact of the combined surge
and waves. Each DS for each hazard is summarized in Table 2
along with their corresponding damage scales. Detailed DS descriptions of each hazard were included in publications corresponding to each fragility function (Do et al. 2020; Memari et al. 2018;
Nofal and van de Lindt 2020b).
The community-level hurricane vulnerability analysis then is
conducted using the building portfolio concept to model the different building types within a community (Lin and Wang 2016), in
which a certain number of archetypes composing a portfolio are
used to populate the building stock within a community. The building archetypes within each portfolio were developed such that they
were felt to represent the number of different building types needed
to accurately represent a community. Each hazard has its own portfolio of building archetypes based on the hazard characteristics and
the mechanism through which each hazard causes damage to each
building archetype. The building archetypes within each portfolio
are assigned to the buildings within a community using a robust
mapping algorithm along with GIS tools for spatial analysis.
The building data (e.g., Hazus-based building occupancy, number
of stories, building area, roof shape, foundation type, and construction material) are used as an input for this algorithm to specify the
archetype corresponding to each building within a community. This
algorithm is based on a Python function that systematically checks
a number of conditions to assign the archetype that matches building characteristics. A sample of the logic of the developed algorithm is given subsequently as an example for identifying the
residential wind archetypes using the building occupancy, roof
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Fig. 4. (Color) Schematic representation showing the different vulnerabilities of the building components to hurricane-induced hazards.
(Sources: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, i-cubed, USDA FSA, USGS, AEX, Getmapping, Aerogrid, IGN, IGP, swisstopo, and the GIS User
Community.)

Table 2. Damage states description for multiple hazards driven by hurricanes and their damage scale
Damage
state

Damage scale

DS0

Insignificant

DS1

Slight

DS2

Moderate

DS3

Extensive

DS4

Complete

© ASCE

Structural damage
No structural damage

Minor damage to the building envelope with damage
to ≤15% of roof covering, two or more doors and
windows, and ≤25% of exterior wall, and no roof
structure damage.
Moderate damage to building envelope with damage
to ≤50% of roof covering, ≤25% of doors and
windows, and ≤50% of exterior wall, and no roof
structure damage.
Extensive damage to building envelope with damage
to >50% of the roof covering >25% of doors and
windows, and ≤75% of exterior wall, and no roof
structure damage.
Complete damage to building envelope along with
extensive structure damage to >50% of roof covering,
>25% of doors and windows, >75% of exterior wall,
and roof structure damage.
04021185-7
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Contents damage
Insignificant damage to components below FFE such
as crawlspace items (e.g., insulation, storage, and so
forth). Minor damage to garage interiors.
Damage to flooring items including carpets, pads, and
baseboards. Air conditioning and other HVAC items
are lost if they are not elevated.
Partial damage to drywall, electrical components, and
cabinets. Complete damage to equipment, appliances,
and furniture on first floor.
Extensive damage to building interiors including
major damage to nonstructural components, drywall,
upper cabinets, and lighting fixtures.
Complete damage to interior content and
nonstructural components within whole building.

J. Struct. Eng.
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shape, number of stories, and the building area. This function is
used in a for-loop to assign an archetype for each building within
the community, and returns the archetype number to be used further
in the analysis process. A similar function was developed for the
other building occupancies and the flood archetypes assignment
process. Tables 3 and 4 provide detailed descriptions of the wind
and flood archetypes, respectively. For surge and wave hazards, a
one-story residential building archetype developed by Do et al.
(2020) is used, which allows calculating building damage at different first-floor elevations. Finally, these portfolios were assigned to
an example coastal region to illustrate the applicability of the proposed multihazard framework and its scalability to be used at the
regional-level. Fig. 5 is a schematic representation of the mapping

Table 3. Description of wind building archetypes
Archetype
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10
T11
T12
T13
T14
T15
T16
T17
T18
T19

Building description
Residential wood building, small rectangular plan, gable
roof, one story
Residential wood building, small square plan, gable roof,
two stories
Residential wood building, medium rectangular plan, gable
roof, one story
Residential wood building, medium rectangular plan, hip
roof, two stories
Residential wood building, large rectangular plan, gable,
roof, two stories
Business and retail building (strip mall)
Light industrial building
Heavy industrial building
Elementary/middle school (unreinforced masonry)
High school (reinforced masonry)
Fire/police station
Hospital
Community center/church
Government building
Large big-box
Small big-box
Mobile home
Shopping center
Office building

Source: Data from Memari et al. (2018).

Table 4. Description of flood building archetypes
Archetype
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
F10
F11
F12
F13
F14
F15

Building description
One-story residential building on a crawlspace foundation
One-story residential building on a slab-on-grade foundation
Two-story residential building on a crawlspace foundation
Two-story residential building on a slab-on-grade foundation
Small grocery store/gas station with a convenience store
(small business)
Super retail building (strip mall)
Small multibusiness building
Super shopping center
Industrial building
One-story school
Two-story school
Hospital
Community center (church)
Office building
Warehouse (small/large box)

Source: Data from Nofal and van de Lindt (2020d).
© ASCE

process with the visualization of a real community and the archetype mapped to this community.
The algorithm to map building archetypes to the buildings
within the community is as follows:
def Wind_Archetype(occupancy, roof_shp, n_stories, bldg_area):
if occupancy = residential and roof_shp = gable and n_stories = 1
and bldg_area <¼ 116 m2
return archetype 1
if occupancy = residential and roof_shp = gable and n_stories = 2
and bldg_area <¼ 116 m2
return archetype 2
if occupancy = residential and roof_shp = gable and n_stories = 1
and bldg_area >116 m2
return archetype 3
if occupancy = residential and roof_shp = hip and n_stories = 2
return archetype 4
if occupancy = residential and roof_shp = gable and n_stories = 2
and bldg_area >116 m2 return archetype 5
Risk Analysis
The risk analysis necessitates accounting for both hazard and consequences. Building-level and regional-level risk analyses were
conducted herein to illustrate the scalability of the proposed methodology. The high-resolution multihazard hurricane risk analysis
methodology developed in this study begins with the mapping
of each risk component, which includes hazard, exposure, and vulnerability. The flowchart in Fig. 6 shows the logic of the algorithm
developed for this method, which starts by overlaying the hazard
layers (surge, wave, and wind) with information about the exposed
buildings in a GIS environment to relate the spatial location of each
building to the spatial variation of the different hazard types across
the community. Then the value of each hazard intensity (surge,
wave, and wind) corresponding to each building location is calculated. This allows distinguishing each exposure zone associated
with each building based on the calculated hazard intensity and
consequently performing the corresponding needed vulnerability
analyses. Then the new mapping algorithm is applied to map
the building archetypes to each building within the community.
This also includes mapping the associated vulnerability functions
for each portfolio corresponding to each hazard type. This enables
the calculation of the exceedance probability of each DS for each
building corresponding to each hazard. A detailed damage and loss
analysis then is conducted to identify the final DS for each building
and the total amount of losses based on its vulnerability to the combinations of hazards induced by the hurricane scenario. Finally,
these losses are mapped back to the community to identify the spatial extent and severity of damage induced by hurricanes across the
community.
For building-level analysis, the proposed framework uses five
input variables (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , and x5 ) for each building to account
for hurricane risk and its associated damage and loss. These variables are the significant wave height, surge depth, building elevation from the ground, maximum wind speed, and flood duration,
respectively. For Zone 1, all these variables are used as inputs
for three stages of fragility analysis to account for structure and
content damage and losses for each building within the community.
For Stage 1, the significant wave height, the surge still water
depth, and the elevation from the ground are used to account
for the structural system exceedance probability of each DS using
the multivariate 3D surge–wave fragility function. For loss analysis, the maximum probability of being in each DS corresponding to
Stage 1 is calculated and designated DS_SW. For Stage 2, the
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(a)

Building Data
1- Location (lat./long.)
2- Occupancy (HAZUS)
3- FFE (Lidar)
4- Roof shape (Lidar)
5- Foundation type (Lidar)
6- No. of Stories (Lidar)
7- Area (GIS)
8- Construction material
9- Year of built

Mapping
Algorithm

(b)

(c)
Fig. 5. (Color) Schematic representation showing how a portfolio of builing archetypes is mapped to buildings within a community based on detailed
building data: (a) 3D view of the real community (image © Google, Data SIO, NOAA, U.S. Navy, NGA, GEBCO, Image Landsat/Copernicus, Data
LDEO-Columbia, NSF, NOAA); (b) mapping algorithm work flow (image © 2021 Google); and (c) 3D view of the mapped community. (Sources:
Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, i-cubed, USDA FSA, USGS, AEX, Getmapping, Aerogrid, IGN, IGP, swisstopo, and the GIS User
Community.)

maximum wind speed for each building is used to account for another list of exceedance probabilities for each DS using the wind
fragility portfolio, and then the maximum probability of being in
each DS corresponding to Stage 2 is calculated and designated
DS_W. For Stage 3, flood depth, flood duration, and the building
elevation from the ground for each building are used in a 3D
multivariate static flood fragility functions to account for contents
damage. Then the maximum probability of being in each DS corresponding to Stage 3 is calculated and designated DS_F. For loss
and damage analysis, a single DS is assigned to each building based
on the maximum DS calculated at each stage (DS_SW, DS_W, and
© ASCE

DS_F) using Eq. (1). The total building loss then is calculated by
multiplying the probability of being in each DS by the replacement
cost of each DS corresponding to each analysis stage using Eq. (2).
The first two terms of the loss functions are associated with the
structural damage from surge–wave and wind, and the third term
is associated with content damage from flooding. For Zone 2, the
same procedures were used, but the 3D surge-wave fragility function is replaced with its 2D version at a significant wave height
equal to zero. For Zone 3, Stage 2 only is conducted, which includes only wind damage to the building envelope and structural
system, assuming no rainfall intrusion
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½PðDS Fi jIMs ¼ x1 ; x3 ; x5 Þ − PðDS Fiþ1 jIM ¼ x1 ; x3 ; x5 Þ × Lrc;i × V c
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where x1 –x5 = five input variables for damage assessment, namely
significant wave height, surge depth, building elevation from
ground, maximum wind speed, and flood duration, respectively;
Bldg_DS(IMs ¼ x1 ∶x5 ) = building DS corresponding to five input
variables; P½DS SWi jðIM ¼ x1 ∶x3 Þ = exceedance probability of
DS SWi at (IMs ¼ x1 ∶x3 ) calculated from surge–wave fragility;
and P½DS SWiþ1 jðIM ¼ x1 ∶x3 Þ = exceedance probability of

DS SWiþ1 at (IMs ¼ x1 ∶x3 ) calculated from surge–wave fragility;
P½DS W i jðIM ¼ x4 Þ = exceedance probability of DS W i at
(IMs ¼ x4 ) calculated from wind fragility; P½DS W iþ1 jðIM ¼
x4 Þ = exceedance probability of DS W iþ1 at (IMs ¼ x1 ; x2 ; x3 )
calculated from wind fragility; P½DS Fi jðIM ¼ x1 ; x3 ; x5 Þ = exceedance probability of DS Fi at (IMs ¼ x1 ; x3 ; x5 ) calculated
from flood fragility; P½DS Fiþ1 jðIM ¼ x1 ; x3 ; x5 Þ = exceedance

Fig. 6. (Color) Detailed framework for the community-level multihazard hurricane risk assessment model that accounts for building damage and
losses.
© ASCE
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Table 5. Loss percentage of contents and structure damage for each damage state
Damage
state

Downloaded from ascelibrary.org by North Carolina State University on 09/19/21. Copyright ASCE. For personal use only; all rights reserved.

DS0
DS1
DS2
DS3
DS4

Structure damage
Damage scale

Walls sheathing and framing

Roof sheathing and framing

Decking and foundation

Contents damage

Insignificant
Slight
Moderate
Extensive
Complete

0.00
0.02–0.25
0.25–0.50
0.50–0.75
0.75–1.00

0.00
0.02–0.15
0.15–0.50
0.50–0.75
0.75–1.00

0.00
0.02–0.10
0.10–0.50
0.50–0.75
0.75–1.00

0.00–0.04
0.04–0.20
0.20–0.70
0.70–1.00
1.00

probability of DS Fiþ1 at (IMs ¼ x1 ; x2 ; x3 ) calculated from flood
fragility; Lf (IMs ¼ x1 ∶x5 ) = total building fragility–based losses;
Lrs1;i = cumulative replacement cost ratio of structure damage
associated with surge and wave loads corresponding to DS SWi ;
V s1 = structure replacement cost associated with surge and wave
loads; Lrs2;i = cumulative replacement cost ratio of structure damage associated with wind load corresponding to DS W i ; and V s2 =
structure replacement cost associated with wind loads; Lrc;i = cumulative replacement cost ratio of building content corresponding
to DS Fi ; and V c = contents replacement cost.

In terms of losses, the total building replacement cost is divided
into structure and contents losses. The structure losses are divided
further into three parts: walls and framing, roof sheathing and roof
framing, and decking and foundation. Table 5 lists the loss percentage ranges associated with each of these divisions corresponding to
each DS. These percentages are derived from the DS descriptions
given by Do et al. (2020), Memari et al. (2018), and Nofal and van
de Lindt (2020b). However, specific loss percentages for each
building archetype corresponding to each DS were used herein
based on the detailed cost analysis methodology developed by

Fig. 7. (Color) (a) Geographical location of North Carolina in US along with the spatial location of the buildings within NC; (b) close-up view of a
neighborhood on the bank of the Cape Fear River with color-coded buildings based on the 15 flood archetypes; and (c) close-up view of a neighborhood on the bank of the Cape Fear River with color-coded buildings based on the 19 wind archetypes. (Sources: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, i-cubed,
USDA FSA, USGS, AEX, Getmapping, Aerogrid, IGN, IGP, swisstopo, and the GIS User Community.)
© ASCE
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 8. (Color) Evolution of Hurricane Florence in 2018 along with the resultant hazard maps: (a) evolution of Hurricane Florence in the Atlantic
Ocean; (b) wind speed hazard map (m/s); (c) surge height hazard map (m); and (d) significant wave height hazard map (m). (Sources: Esri,
DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, i-cubed, USDA FSA, USGS, AEX, Getmapping, Aerogrid, IGN, IGP, swisstopo, and the GIS User Community.)

Nofal and van de Lindt (2020b). Roof losses are calculated using
the wind DS because roof damage is assumed to occur from wind
loads, whereas floor system and foundation losses are calculated
using surge–wave DS because most of their damage results from
surge and waves. Walls and framing typically are impacted by both
wind and surge–wave loads. Therefore, the higher DS from both
wind and surge–wave is used to account for walls and framing
losses. Finally, contents damage is calculated using the static flood
fragility.

Illustrative Example: State of North Carolina
Wind Zone (834,595 buildings)
Surge Zone (3,336 buildings)
Surge-Wave Zone (2,050 buildings)
Surge-Wind Zone (6,741 buildings)
Surge-Wave-Wind Zone (3,465 buildings)

Fig. 9. (Color) Different exposure zones to hurricane-induced hazards
for the state of North Carolina corresponding to 2018 Hurricane
Florence. (Sources: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, i-cubed, USDA FSA,
USGS, AEX, Getmapping, Aerogrid, IGN, IGP, swisstopo, and the GIS
User Community.)
© ASCE

The state of North Carolina, located on the east coast of the United
States (Fig. 7), is a large coastal state in terms of area and population (29th and 9th, respectively, of 50 US states). The population
of North Carolina according to the 2019 state census data was
10.49 million (US Census Bureau 2019), and the state had more
than 5 million buildings, ranging from residential to commercial
and industrial buildings, as well as social institutions such as
schools and hospitals. North Carolina has a long history of damage
and loss from coastal hazards, including hurricanes, over the last
several decades (e.g., Hurricane Floyd in 1999; Hurricane Matthew
in 2016, and Hurricane Florence in 2018). Hence, it was selected as
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Table 6. Number of buildings exposed to hazards induced by Hurricane
Florence (2018)
Hazard type

Hazard intensity

No. of buildings

Wind (m=s)

31.0 ≤ V w < 34.0
34.0 ≤ V w < 37.0
37.0 ≤ V w < 40.0
40.0 ≤ V w
0.0 ≤ ds < 1.0
1.0 ≤ ds < 2.0
2.0 ≤ ds < 3.0
3.0 ≤ ds
0.0 ≤ H s < 0.5
0.5 ≤ H s < 1.0
1.0 ≤ H s < 2.0
2.0 ≤ H s

315,706
320,552
208,543
0
2,434
8,391
4,763
4
9,648
5,080
152
0

Surge (m)
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Wave (m)

shown in Figs. 7(b and c) along with color-coded buildings based
on the flood and wind archetype portfolio, respectively.

Results
Hazard Analysis Results
Hurricane Florence started as a Category 1 storm on September 4,
2018 in the Atlantic Ocean and intensified to a Category 4 storm on
September 10, then weakened and made landfall as a Category 1
storm in the US just south of Wrightsville Beach, North Carolina
[Fig. 8(a)]. A hazard map for each of the hurricane-induced hazards
from Hurricane Florence was developed for the state of North
Carolina, including surge, wave, and wind [Figs. 8(b–d)]. The wind
hazard map is based on the maximum wind speed for North
Carolina in terms of the 3-s guest wind speed in open terrain
from 4.0 to 41.0 m=s (9.0 to 91.0 mi=h) [Fig. 8(b)]. However,
only buildings experiencing wind speeds exceeding 31.0 m=s
(61.0 mph) were considered in this study, because it is the lowest
wind speed that typically would cause damage based on a 50%
exceedance probability of DS1 for the residential wind fragilities
(Memari et al. 2018). Therefore, the zone with wind speeds exceeding 31.0 m=s (70.0 mph) is distinguished by the red boundary line
in Fig. 8(b). The peak surge height for the flooded areas throughout
North Carolina in this example is shown in Fig. 8(c), not including

the illustrative example for the proposed multihazard hurricane risk
analysis approach presented in this paper, using Hurricane Florence
from 2018. Full buildings data for North Carolina are published on
the state’s spatial data download website (State of North Carolina
2019). These data include each building location, Hazus-based occupancy, year built, first-floor elevation (FFE), number of stories,
foundation type, roof shape, and market value. The spatial location
of each building within North Carolina is indicated in gray in Fig. 7
(a). Close-up views of one of the coastal areas in North Carolina are

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 10. (Color) Example of the archetype assignment to each building within the community based on each mapped building archetype: (a) Google
Earth close-up view of Carolina Beach, North Carolina (image © Google, Image Landsat/Copernicus); (b) color-coded buildings based on the 15
flood archetypes; and (c) color-coded buildings based on the 19 wind archetypes. (Sources: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, i-cubed, USDA FSA, USGS,
AEX, Getmapping, Aerogrid, IGN, IGP, swisstopo, and the GIS User Community.)
© ASCE
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additional flooding resulting from the rainfall-runoff. Fig. 8(d)
shows the wave hazard map based on the significant wave height.
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Exposure Analysis Results
The building spatial data was overlaid with the hazard maps to
identify the exposed buildings and their corresponding hazard
intensities. The entire state of North Carolina was exposed to wind
hazard from Hurricane Florence in 2018, but with different intensities. Therefore, as mentioned previously to reduce the number of
buildings to be analyzed, a wind speed threshold of 31.0 m=s
(70.0 mph) was set to exclude any building experiencing wind
speeds less than this threshold. For the surge and wave hazard,
all buildings that were exposed to either surge or combined surge
and wave were included in the analysis. Fig. 9 shows the different
exposure zones within the state of North Carolina, which are colorbased on the types of hazards within each zone. Creating this wind
threshold increased the number of exposed zone types to include
the wind zone (blue), flood zone (yellow), surge–wave zone (orange), surge–wind zone (green), and surge–wave–wind zone (purple). The two new zones—the surge zone and the surge–wave
zone—include wind hazard, but the wind speed was less than

the 31.0 m=s (70.0 mph) threshold, which was assumed to be insufficient to cause any wind-related damage. The exposure analysis
results showed that 845,067 buildings were exposed to a wind
speed of more than 31.0 m=s (Fig. 9). These included the vast majority, 834,595 buildings, exposed to wind hazard only (based on
the used wind speed threshold); 6,741 buildings exposed to combined surge and wind; and 3,465 buildings exposed to combined
surge, waves, and wind. The exposure analysis results showed that
another 3,336 buildings were exposed to surge only, and 2,050
buildings were exposed to combined surge and wave. Table 6 summarizes the number of buildings exposed to the hazard intensity
ranges.
Vulnerability Analysis Results
There are more than 5 million buildings in the state of North
Carolina, but the vulnerability analysis included only the 857,046
buildings deemed to be exposed to hurricane-induced hazards. The
building archetypes corresponding to each hazard were assigned to
the exposed buildings only, and the other buildings were removed
from the analysis. Then a fragility function corresponding to each
building archetype associated with each hazard type was assigned

Fig. 11. (Color) Surge hazard map overlaid with a part of the community model for Carolina Beach (coastal community in North Carolina): (a) real
community; and (b) mapped community with the surge hazard map. (Sources: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, i-cubed, USDA FSA, USGS, AEX,
Getmapping, Aerogrid, IGN, IGP, swisstopo, and the GIS User Community.)
© ASCE
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Table 7. Damage state exceedance probability corresponding to each hurricane-induced hazard for exposed buildings on coastal line of North Carolina
No. of buildings (total¼857,046)
Hazard type

Exceedance probability of DS (fragility)

DS0

DS1

DS2

DS3

DS4

Surge–wave

P DS ¼ 0%
0% < P DS < 20%
20% < P DS < 40%
40% < P DS < 60%
60% < P DS < 80%
80% < P DS < 100%
P DS ¼ 0%
0% < P DS < 20%
20% < P DS < 40%
40% < P DS < 60%
60% < P DS < 80%
80% < P DS < 100%
P DS ¼ 0%
0% < P DS < 20%
20% < P DS < 40%
40% < P DS < 60%
60% < P DS < 80%
80% < P DS < 100%

—
—
—
—
—
—
850,377
179
108
149
421
5,812
—
—
—
—
—
—

849,396
4,342
568
666
912
1,162
846,895
546
426
501
555
8,123
512,983
115,495
51,475
28,325
81,910
66,858

850,150
3,781
596
584
941
994
847,913
856
491
680
1,039
6,067
365,893
438,251
35,184
14,768
2,916
34

852,389
2,459
956
622
203
417
851,860
2,801
1,239
541
359
246
669,698
187,348
0
0
0
0

853,930
1,575
899
151
126
365
—
—
—
—
—
—
770,389
86,657
0
0
0
0
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Flood

Wind

to each exposed building using the mapping algorithm. Fig. 10
shows color-coded maps for Carolina Beach (a coastal community
in North Carolina) based on the building archetypes associated with
each hazard type. The digital elevation map (DEM) of the study
area was used to extract the ground elevation (GE) of each building
within the exposed area. The GE was subtracted from the FFE to
account for the absolute elevation from the ground for each building to be used in the surge–wave and flood fragility functions.
Risk Analysis Results
The hazard layer was overlaid with the mapped community model
to extract the value of the hazard intensity at each exposed building
(Fig. 11) for an example part of the coastline of North Carolina
(Carolina Beach). Then a damage and loss analysis algorithm based
on the flowchart in Fig. 6 was developed to read the hazard, exposure, and vulnerability of each building within the illustrative
example community. The amount of damage and loss for the structural system and interior contents for each building was calculated
in terms of the exceedance probability of each DS corresponding to
each hazard (surge, wave, and wind). An extreme flood duration of
10 days was assumed in this analysis, but the model can incorporate
any flood duration desired. This duration simply damages any components within the building models that otherwise would be able to
be dried or salvaged, thereby providing an upper bound on damage
from a duration perspective (van de Lindt and Taggart 2009; Nofal
et al. 2020; Taggart and van de Lindt 2009). Table 7 summarizes the
community-level risk analysis by dividing the probability of exceeding each DS corresponding to each hazard into six ranges

Table 8. Assigned damage states corresponding to each hurricane-induced
hazard for exposed buildings on coastal line of North Carolina based on
Hurricane Florence (2018)

Table 9. Calculated losses for impacted buildings in North Carolina in
terms of structural, contents, and total losses based on Hurricane
Florence (2018)
No. of buildings (total = 857,046)
Loss (%)

Number of buildings (total = 857,046)
Hazard type

DS0

DS1

DS2

DS3

DS4

Surge–wave
Flood
Wind
Multihazard

855,382
848,150
695,237
686,990

0
1,167
150,333
150,835

941
6,758
11,476
17,616

3
971
0
885

720
—
0
720

© ASCE

and providing the number of buildings within each range. For
example, the analysis results in Table 7 in the DS3 column and
the last row of flood hazard show that 246 buildings had more than
an 80% exceedance probability of DS3 corresponding to flood hazard (inundation), which was used to account for the contents damage. However, 417 buildings had more than an 80% exceedance
probability of DS3 corresponding to surge–wave hazard, which
was used to account for structural damage. There were 34 buildings
with more than an 80% exceedance probability of DS2 corresponding to wind hazard, which also was used to account for structural
damage. Finally, each building was assigned a DS based on the
maximum probability of being in that DS corresponding to each
hazard. Table 8 summarizes the number of buildings within each
DS associated with each hazard along with their final DS assignment based on the maximum DS from surge-wave, wind, and flood.
The final hurricane risk analysis showed that 857,046 buildings
were exposed to the multiple hazards induced by Hurricane
Florence in 2018 including surge, wave, and wind. Of those, the
analysis results showed that 686,990 buildings were designated
DS0, which means that they did not encounter any damage from
surge, wave, or wind. However, 170,056 buildings received some
level of damage ranging from DS1 to DS4 (Table 7, last row). The
content and structural damage for each building were calculated to
account for the total building losses. Table 8 provides six loss
ranges and the number of buildings within each range. The contents
losses in Table 9 were calculated as a percentage of the total value
of the contents, not the total building value. Similarly, the structural

L¼0
0 < L < 20
20 < L < 40
40 < L < 60
60 < L < 80
80 < L < 100
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L_Content

L_Structure

L_total

846,442
2,314
1,644
3,693
2,198
755

693,580
134,957
27,242
752
357
158

685,514
163,695
3,360
3,385
983
109
J. Struct. Eng.
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losses were calculated as a percentage of the total value of the
building structural system. area total of 686,990 buildings were
designated DS0, but the number of buildings with zero losses
was 685,514, which means that 1,476 buildings were designated
DS0 but had losses greater than zero. These 1,476 buildings had
crawlspace foundations (Archetypes F1 and F3) and experienced
flood damage to components below FFE and insignificant contents
losses (0%–4%).
Although some of the buildings that were exposed to surge–
wave hazard also were exposed to wind hazard, the wind speed

was not high enough to cause damage to many of these buildings.
Therefore, only a few buildings had structural damage resulting
from both wind and surge–wave at the same time. Furthermore,
the DS of the buildings that were damaged by wind did not exceed
DS2, because the maximum wind speed during Hurricane Florence
at landfall was only 41.0 m=s. Fig. 12(a) shows the spatial location
of the investigated 857,046 buildings investigated in this example.
Fig. 12(c) shows a close-up view of one of the locations in which
buildings were damaged by wind, color-coded based on the wind
DS. Fig. 12(b) shows a close-up view of the area around the

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 12. (Color) Damage state for the exposed buildings on some selected locations on the coastal line of North Carolina due to 2018 Hurricane
Florence: (a) exposed building locations; (b) close-up view of the east bank of the Pamlico River; (c) close-up view of the wind-impacted locations;
(d) color-coded buildings based on contents damage; (e) color-coded buildings based on structural damage; and (f) color-coded buildings based on
total damage. (Sources: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, i-cubed, USDA FSA, USGS, AEX, Getmapping, Aerogrid, IGN, IGP, swisstopo, and the GIS
User Community.)
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Pamlico River, which was one of the locations severely impacted
by surge–wave hazard. The surge height simulation in this area
ranged from 2.25 to 2.65 m, and the simulated significant wave
height ranged from 0.5 to 0.75 m. The USGS sensor in this area
recorded a high watermark of 2.3 m (7.5 ft) (Stewart and Berg
2019), which suggests that the simulated surge height had reasonable agreement with the field-measured data.
Figs. 12(d–f) show a closer view of Washington, North
Carolina, located on the east bank of the Pamlico River, with the
impacted buildings color-coded based on their contents, structural,
and total damage, respectively, in terms of the DS assigned to each
building. The risk analysis of the buildings vulnerable to the combined storm surge and waves revealed that although many buildings
were not damaged structurally (DS0) [Fig. 12(e)], some had slight
to complete contents damage (DS1–DS3) [Fig. 12(d)] due to flood
inundation from the hurricane storm surge. This affected the final
DS assigned to each of these buildings [Fig. 12(f)], which were
based on the maximum DS from contents and structural damage.
Additionally, the analysis results showed that some buildings may
have lower DS/loss than surrounding buildings that had high DS/
loss [Fig. 12(d)]. This can be explained by the value of the five
input variables used to assess the building damage (x1 –x5 ). For example, these buildings likely were elevated above ground level
(e.g., x3 was high) and the surrounding buildings were not elevated.
Another reason is that the hazard intensity at the location of these
buildings was lower than that of the surrounding buildings because
of the way the hazard hit that location or because of the topography
of the location, which altered the values of the other inputs

(e.g., x1 and x2 ). The structural and contents losses corresponding
to each building were calculated using Eq. (2). Fig. 13 shows a
close-up view of Washington, North Carolina with buildings
color-coded based on their losses as a percentage of the replacement cost corresponding to each building. Fig. 13(a) shows the
contents loss as a percentage of the market value of the contents,
and Fig. 13(b) shows the structural losses as a percentage of the
market value of the structural system. The loss analysis also
showed that a large number of buildings had zero structural losses
(blue circles) but had contents losses up to 80% (red circles). This is
reflected in the final total building losses [Fig. 13(c)]. The loss
analysis results were consistent with the damage analysis results
[Fig. 13(d)].
Computational Efficiency
Different types of analyses were conducted in this study, ranging
from hazard, exposure, and vulnerability analyses to risk analysis.
For the hazard analysis, the high-fidelity predictions for storm
winds, waves, and coastal flooding also had a high computational
cost. The surge and wave hazard maps were developed using a
high-resolution simulation with the tightly coupled ADCIRC +
SWAN model (Dietrich et al. 2012), which is highly scalable to
thousands of computational cores (Dietrich et al. 2012; Tanaka
et al. 2011). A scenario-based hazard scenario was used in this
study because the damage/loss assessment does not need to be developed in real-time, so it can rely on the highest-fidelity predictions of winds, waves, and coastal flooding. The other analyses

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 13. (Color) Loss analysis results for the exposed buildings in Washington, North Carolina due to Hurricane Florence (2018): (a) color-coded
buildings based on contents losses; (b) color-coded buildings based on structural losses; (c) color-coded buildings based on total losses; and (d) colorcoded buildings based on building damage. (Sources: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, i-cubed, USDA FSA, USGS, AEX, Getmapping, Aerogrid, IGN,
IGP, swisstopo, and the GIS User Community.)
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were conducted using different algorithms that were coded using
MATLAB verion R2020b and Python version 3.9.0. A desktop
computer with 16 cores a 3.4 GHz CPU, 128 GB RAM, and a
64-bit Windows 10 operating system was used to develop and
run these algorithms. The archetype mapping algorithm running
time varies depending on the number of checks (if-statement) associated with each building archetype. In this study, specifically, it
took 2–4 min to run the mapping Python code for the 857,000 investigated buildings. The risk analysis algorithm was conducted
using a single MATLAB code that reads the buildings shapefiles,
assigns fragilities, and calculates damage/loss. This algorithm takes
20–40 min to generate results depending on the number of hazards
to which each building is exposed, i.e., wind, wave, and/or surge.
The more hazards to which these buildings are exposed, the more
running time will be required to calculate their associated damage/
loss. Most of the buildings investigated (98.7%) were exposed to
wind hazards only, and the others (1.3%) were exposed to combined hazards, which made the analysis faster. However, it took
an additional 2 h to write the analysis results in the original building
shapefile to perform further spatial analyses in GIS.
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